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Chinese Made Easy for Kids has been published since 2005 and is available in both simplified and

traditional character versions, it has since been translated into German, French, Spanish, Russian,

Portuguese and Arabic. Chinese Made Easy for Kids is widely used by teachers and students in

more than 30 countries around the world. CME for Kids (Book 1-4) is designed for primary school

children, who start learning Chinese as beginners. After completing this series, children will be able

to recognize over 500 Chinese characters, write from memory approximately 100 simple Chinese

characters and develop communication skills in Chinese from an early age.
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The focus of this series is:  Basic knowledge of pinyin Basic knowledge of strokes and stroke order

of characters Listening and speaking skills A lively and free learning atmosphere of Chinese

language learning through rhymes, pictures and story-telling Tasks and activities designed for this

age group Up-to-date topics relevant to primary school students  The topics included in this series: 

-Greetings -Daily routines -Classroom language -School subjects and facilities -Personal

introduction -Parts of the body and illness -Numbers and dates -Everyday articles -Countries and

languages -Stationery -Occupations and work places -Articles in the house -Modes of transport

-Animals -Colours and clothing -House and rooms  Each book in this series consists of:  Textbook

with CD Workbook --This text refers to an alternate Paperback edition.

Ms. Yamin Ma has an M.Ed. in Curriculum Design and Instruction from Queen's University, Canada.



Her research interest lies in educational psychology, ESL, and Chinese language teaching and

learning. She has taught both English and Chinese in China and Canada, and is currently teaching

Chinese in an international school in Hong Kong.

I'm a Chinese teacher and I always purchase this series. It's very easy to use to instruct, and the

kids love it because it contains a lot of pictorials and illustrations to help demonstrate the concepts

presented in the book.

This workbook is the companion to the textbook and both are very organized and easy for students

to understand. The colorful pages and varied activities make homework quick, easy, and fun. My

son's native Chinese tutor chose the textbook and we ordered the companion workbook for more

lessons. The Chinese Made Easy has additional levels that the students can grow into.

This is great for us to do together or by herself. It's got step-by-step instructions and illustrations to

help her learn her Chinese characters, and pin yin so I can help her learn the words verbally.

I'm not sure why the second edition doesn't have a CD included like the first edition does for the

same price. I will be returning this book and buying the first edition.

Good series. My daughter's school uses this as one of their texts/workbooks for their Mandarin

language class.

The book designed for primary school kids who start to learn Chinese. It gives basic knowledge of

pinyin, strokes and radicals. Has some rhymes and a lot of pictures. I would definitely recommend

this teaching material.

Like a new book though said used! Arrived on time. We are happy with this book. Thanks.

Yep, a good assist when learning Chinese and useful addition than just trying to learn with the

textbook alone.
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